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June 18th 2009:Father’s Day Without a Father and Finding
Success in Your Life
Eric Tomei works as a physical therapist in the metro Detroit
area. Following the sudden death of his dad in 2006, of an
undiagnosed heart condition, Eric was inspired to write a book
about his loss called “I Miss My Dad”. Eric is the blog editor for
the Open to Hope Foundation. John Assaraf calls himself the
“Consummate Entrepreneur.” Through hard work and vision
John has helped thousands of people achieve success in
business and life. He is CEO of One Coach and the author of
“The Answer” and “Having it All”
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Featured Guests
Eric Tomei
Eric Tomei works as a physical therapist in the metro Detroit area. Following the
sudden death of his dad in 2006, of an undiagnosed heart condition, Eric was inspired
to write a book about his loss called “I Miss My Dad”. Eric is the blog editor for the Open
to Hope Foundation.
Read more

John Assaraf
John Assaraf To help millions of people believe in and utilize their God-given abilities
and to provide them with the environment and resources to acquire the confidence,
certainty and personal power to achieve their life’s purpose and goals. John Assaraf is
a serial entrepreneur, brain researcher, and CEO of PraxisNow, a brain-research
company that creates some of the most powerful evidence-based brain retraining
tools and programs in the world. A relentless explorer of consciousness and human
behavior, John’s passion is discovering and teaching people how to release the
mental blockages that hold them back from achieving their fullest potential.Thousands
of companies, entrepreneurs and
Read more
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